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Abstract
Bootstrap particle filter (BPF) is the corner stone of many popular al-
gorithms used for solving inference problems involving time series that are
observed through noisy measurements in a non-linear and non-Gaussian
context. The long term stability of BPF arises from particle interac-
tions which in the context of modern parallel computing systems typically
means that particle information needs to be communicated between pro-
cessing elements, which makes parallel implementation of BPF nontrivial.
In this paper we show that it is possible to constrain the interactions
in a way which, under some assumptions, enables the reduction of the
cost of communicating the particle information while still preserving the
consistency and the long term stability of the BPF. Numerical experiments
demonstrate that although the imposed constraints introduce additional
error, the proposed method shows potential to be the method of choice in
certain settings.
Keywords: Sequential Monte Carlo, particle filter, parallelism, par-
ticle interaction, hidden Markov model
1 Introduction
In modern computing systems an increase in the computational power is pri-
marily obtained by increasing the number of parallel processing elements (PE)
rather than by increasing the speed (i.e. the clock rate) of an individual PE (see
e.g. Pacheco (2011)). While in many cases such parallel systems have enabled
the completion of increasingly complex computational tasks, they can only do
so if the task in question admits parallel computations. In this paper we focus
on an important class of algorithms lacking such inherent parallelism, namely
the sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, or particle filters (Gordon et al.,
1993; Doucet et al., 2001).
It is well known (Lee et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2016) that the complications
in parallelising SMC methods are due to the same key ingredient that also
underpins their popularity: particle interactions, also commonly referred to as
resampling. While these interactions stabilise the algorithms in time, and under
certain assumptions, enable time uniform approximations (see, e.g. Del Moral
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and Guionnet (2001); Douc et al. (2014)), they also imply that in an attempt
to speed up the computations by distributing the particles across a number of
PEs, we will inevitably introduce some communication cost. This cost arises
from the need to communicate the particle information between PEs to enable
the interaction. In this paper we propose new SMC algorithms that are based on
an underlying principle of constraining the particle interactions in a structured
way with the aim of reducing the communication cost. The resulting algorithms
are studied both theoretically and in practice.
Our theoretical study involves analysing the convergence of the algorithms
in the mean of order r ě 1. More specifically, we obtain convergence rates in
two specific scenarios:
a. m is fixed and M Ñ8,
b. mÑ8 and M is fixed,
where m denotes the number of PEs and M denotes the number particles per
PE. In the former case, the proposed algorithms retain the standard Monte Carlo
rate M´1{2 of convergence, while in the latter case a lower plog2pmq{mq1{2 rate
is obtained.
For the practical study, we compare some of the proposed algorithms empiri-
cally in a parallel computation context to a previously proposed SMC algorithm
known as the island particle filter (IPF) (Verge´ et al., 2015) which we regard as
the state of the art methodological approach to parallelising SMC. In this paper,
we focus on methodology and hence further discussion on more implementation
focused approaches, such as those discussed in Murray et al. (2016), is omitted.
Although the numerical experiments may leave some room for speculation
on the optimality of the tested implementations, the proposed methods have
two specific properties that can be used to introduce gain in performance as
demonstrated by the experiments: they enable a more flexible adaptive resam-
pling scheme — completely unique to the proposed approach — and they allow
a straightforward way of reducing the cost of communicating the particle infor-
mation between PEs.
1.1 Particle filters and parallelising them
The well-known bootstrap particle filter (BPF), introduced by Gordon et al.
(1993), first simulates an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample
ζ0 :“ pζ10 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζN0 q from a distribution pi0 defined on a sufficiently regular mea-
surable state space pX,X q. Then, for each n ą 0, BPF subsequently generates
samples ζn :“ pζ1n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζNn q according to
ζin
iid∼
řN
j“1 gpζjn´1, yn´1qfpζjn´1, ¨ qřN
j“1 gpζjn´1, yn´1q
, 1 ď i ď N,
where f : pX,X q Ñ r0, 1s is a Markov kernel, and for all x P X and some Markov
kernel G : pX,Yq Ñ r0, 1s, the function gpx, ¨ q is a density of Gpx, ¨ q w.r.t. some
σ-finite measure on the measurable space pY,Yq. The samples pζnq0ďn then
define empirical probability measures
piNn :“ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
δζin , n ě 0,
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where δx denotes a point mass located at x P X. Many convergence results and
central limit theorems exist for these measures, see e.g. (Crisan and Doucet,
2002; Del Moral and Guionnet, 1999; Chopin, 2004; Del Moral, 2004), and it is
well known that the limiting distribution of piNn is the prediction distribution
pinp ¨ q :“ PpXn P ¨ | Y0 “ y0, . . . , Yn´1 “ yn´1q,
where X :“ pXnqně0 and Y :“ pYnqně0 are the X valued signal process and Y
valued observation process, respectively, of the hidden Markov model (HMM)
X0 ∼ pi0, Xn | Xn´1 “ xn´1 ∼ fpxn´1, ¨ q n ě 1,
Yn | Xn “ xn ∼ gpxn, ¨ q n ě 0.
(1)
BPF can be summarised as shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, where we have also
used the notations pζn :“ ppζ1n, . . . , pζNn q and gnp ¨ q :“ gp ¨ , ynq for all n ě 0. We
assume that gn is a strictly positive, bounded and measurable function defined
in X. The final loop on lines 5 and 6 of Algorithm 1 we refer to as the mutation
step.
Algorithm 1 Particle filter
1: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
2: ζi0
iid∼ pi0
3: for n ě 0 do
4: pζn ÐResamplepζn, gnq
5: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
6: ζin`1 „ fppζin, ¨ q
Algorithm 2 Multinomial resampling
1: pξi1q1ďiďN “ Resample
`pξi0q1ďiďN , g˘
2: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
3: ξi1 „
řN
j“1 gpξj0qδξi0{
řN
j“1 gpξj0q
An obvious starting point for designing parallel SMC algorithms is to assign
M particles to m PEs making the total sample size N “ mM . Most of the
calculations in Algorithms 1 and 2 can be done straightforwardly in parallel,
except for line 3 in Algorithm 2 where ξi1 is generated as a duplicate of a random
element of pξ10 , . . . , ξN0 q. Due to this step, PEs cannot proceed independently,
but are required to exchange information about the particle coordinates ξi0 and
their associated weights gpξi0q. In this paper we propose new ways of performing
this interaction in order to harness the power of parallel computation for more
efficient particle filter algorithms.
One of the most important earlier contributions to the design of parallel
SMC algorithms is (Bolic´ et al., 2005) which introduced a modification of the
BPF whereby the particle interactions are constrained by allowing the m PEs
to exchange subsets of particles according specific local schemes. The theoret-
ical properties of these popular local exchange particle filters (LEPF) was fur-
ther investigated in (Mı´guez, 2007, 2014; Mı´guez and Va´zquez, 2015; Heine and
Whiteley, 2016). The analysis of Mı´guez (2014); Mı´guez and Va´zquez (2015)
proved that under specific assumptions, the LEPF was uniformly convergent in
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time as m Ñ 8, but interestingly, in addition to the central limit theorem for
the LEPF, it was shown in (Heine and Whiteley, 2016) that under some regular-
ity assumptions, LEPF cannot be uniformly convergent in mean of order r ě 1
at rate m´1{2. Whether the time uniform convergence holds at any slower rate
remains an open question. Although the present paper does not address this
question directly, it sheds some light on the matter as we show that particle
interactions can indeed be constrained in a manner which preserves the time
uniform convergence at a slower rate.
A more recent development towards parallelising particle filters is the island
particle filter (IPF) proposed by Verge´ et al. (2015). IPF is based on a two
stage implementation of the resampling step. At the first stage one resamples
the particle islands, or PEs, to duplicate and redistribute the PE specific particle
sets according to some, e.g. multinomial, resampling scheme without considering
particles individually. At the second stage, each PE then performs particle level
resampling independent of each other. Del Moral et al. (2017) provides proofs
of convergence in probability, central limit theorem and large deviations for the
IPF algorithm. The methods we propose in the present work are reminiscent to
IPF and can be thought of as a result of combining IPF with concepts originating
from computer network topologies.
1.2 Augmented resampling
The particle filter algorithms presented in this paper are all based on a novel
augmented resampling algorithm which is a multi-stage resampling algorithm
parametrised by two positive integers N and S that are assumed to satisfy:
Assumption A1. N,S P t1, 2, . . .u are such that N “ mM and S “ log2pmq
for some m,M P t1, 2, . . .u.
We retain the interpretation of m being the number of PEs, M the number of
particles per PE, and N being the total number of particles. The parameter S
is specific to the augmented resampling algorithm and it denotes the number
of resampling stages. For given matrices A1, . . . , AS P RNˆN , to be specified
later, augmented resampling proceeds as described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Augmented resampling
1: pξiSq1ďiďN “ AugmentedResample
`pξi0q1ďiďN , g˘
2: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
3: V i0 Ð gpξi0q
4: for s “ 1, . . . , S do
5: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
6: V is Ð
řN
j“1Aijs V
j
s´1
7: ξis „ pV is q´1
řN
j“1Aijs V
j
s´1δξjs´1
A key characteristic of augmented resampling is that by means of the matri-
ces A1, . . . , AS , we can control which PEs are allowed to interact at each stage
1 ď s ď S. While our theory allows for defining these matrices in various ways,
we will only focus on a specific definition which implies pairwise interactions
between PEs at each stage 1 ď s ď S. Formally
As :“ I2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1 b 11{M , (2)
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Figure 1: Augmented resampling with m “ 4 and M “ 3. Dashed vertical lines
separate the groups of particles belonging to different PEs.
where b denotes the Kronecker product and for any k ą 0, Ik is size k iden-
tity matrix, and the abusive notation 11{k is used for a size k matrix of ones
multiplied by 1{k.
Figure 1 illustrates the matrices A1, . . . , AS and how they determine the
pairs of interacting PEs at different stages. Each node in the graph represents an
individual particle at a specific stage. An edge between ξis´1 and ξjs is equivalent
to Aijs ‰ 0 and hence the particle ξis is sampled with replacement among the
particles ξjs´1 where j is such that Aijs ‰ 0. At stage s the PE containing particle
ξis is thus required to communicate only with the PE containing the elements of
pξ1s´1, . . . , ξNs´1q connected to ξis and, as demonstrated in Figure 1, only pairwise
interactions between PEs are required; at the first stage the interacting pairs are
(PE1,PE2) and (PE3,PE4) and at the second stage (PE1,PE3) and (PE2,PE4).
This radix-2 butterfly structure (see e.g. Oppenheim (1975)) of Figure 1 will be
formally stated in Section 2.
There are two motivations for our interest in studying augmented resam-
pling in the particle filtering context. The first is related to the communication
pattern between PEs and the second is related to adaptive resampling schemes.
Regarding the communication pattern, let us assume an idealised computer
architecture in which a PE can communicate with at most one other PE at a
time and different pairs of PEs can communicate perfectly in parallel. More-
over, we assume that the time required to perform the communication is con-
stant over the pairs of PEs. We acknowledge that in reality these assumptions
are only approximate as computer architectures involve various types of PEs
(e.g. networks of computers or cores within processors) interconnected by vari-
ous network topologies (e.g. hypercubes or data buses).
Now suppose that there are four PEs (PE1, PE2, PE3, and PE4) and only
the sample contained in a single PE, say PE1, has an effectively non-zero weight.
In this case, without augmented resampling, PE1 would have to disseminate its
sample to all other PEs; first to PE2, then to PE3 and finally to PE4. This sug-
gests that m´ 1 sequential communication steps are needed. With augmented
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resampling, as in Figure 1, PE1 would first send its sample to PE2, after which
PE1 would send the sample to PE3 while at the same time PE2 could send its
sample (just received from PE1) to PE4 thereby accomplishing complete dis-
semination of PE1’s sample in only log2pmq sequential communication steps,
making augmented resampling apparently more efficient in terms of communi-
cation. However, to account for the fact that our reasoning here is based on the
idealised model, we will base our final conclusions on numerical experiments.
The second motivation for augmented resampling is its additional flexibility
in adaptive resampling schemes (Liu and Chen, 1998). It is well known that
although resampling is the enabling factor for long term stability of SMC meth-
ods, it does introduce error as well as additional computational cost and should
only be done when necessary. In adaptive resampling, prior to performing the
actual resampling, one first evaluates the effective sample size (ESS) (Liu and
Chen, 1995) which for the BPF can be formally expressed as
En “
´
N´1
řN
i“1 gnpζinq
¯2
N´1
řN
i“1 g2npζinq
P
„
1
N
, 1

,
and executes the resampling step only if En is below some predetermined thresh-
old θ P p1{N, 1s. This means that every filter iteration with adaptive resampling
involves a dichotomous decision to either allow the full interaction of all parti-
cles or allow no interaction at all. Augmented resampling enables this decision
to be refined so that the decision is made between finer levels of interaction, and
hence it may be possible to find a better balance between long term stability,
resampling error, and computational cost. In practice this is accomplished by
evaluating the ESS after every stage of augmented resampling and, based on
the ESS, deciding whether to proceed to the next resampling stage or to skip
the remaining resampling stages and move on to the next time step.
This more flexible adaptation of resampling is based on the ideas presented
in (Whiteley et al., 2014) and it will lead to an increase in efficiency if suffi-
ciently few resampling stages in total are executed. It is also worth noting that
the evaluation of the ESS at every stage introduces some additional communi-
cation, but our numerical experiments suggest that the net effect of this fully
adapted resampling scheme is a notable gain in efficiency. The rigorous theo-
retical analysis of the convergence properties of this method is left beyond the
scope of this paper.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the theoret-
ical properties of augmented resampling outside the particle filtering context
and it presents our main convergence result for augmented resampling, namely
Proposition 1. In Section 3 we apply the augmented resampling algorithm in
the particle filter context and present our main convergence result, Theorem 1.
Section 4 introduces a modified augmented resampling scheme reminiscent to
that used in IPF and the convergence of the resulting particle filter is proved
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with some results of numerical
experiments showing the potential of the proposed algorithms and a brief dis-
cussion on the conclusions. Most of the more technical proofs are housed in the
appendices.
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1.3 Notations
We let BpXq denote the bounded and measurable R valued functions defined on
pX,X q. Throughout the paper, we define }ϕ} :“ supxPX |ϕpxq| and osc pϕq :“
supx,yPX |ϕpxq´ϕpyq| for any ϕ P BpXq. We define two specific subsets of BpXq,
B`pXq :“ tϕ P BpXq : ϕ ą 0u and B1pXq :“ tϕ P BpXq : }ϕ} ď 1u. For
a sequence of square matrices pAsq1ďsďS where S P N` we write śSs“1As “
AS ¨ ¨ ¨A1. For any N,S P t1, 2, . . .u we use the shorthand notation řpi0,...,iSq :“řN
i0“1 ¨ ¨ ¨
řN
iS“1. We also define rxs :“ mintz P Z : z ě xu and txu :“ maxtz P
Z : z ď xu and px mod zq :“ x´ztx{zu. Throughout the remainder of this paper
E and P refer to the expectation and probability with respect to the probability
space charactering the randomness of the algorithm only. The observations of
the underlying HMM are assumed fixed.
2 Augmented resampling
We start with a study of Algorithm 3 outside the filtering context by applying
it to an arbitrary XN valued random sample ξ0 “ pξ10 , . . . , ξN0 q and an arbitrary
weighting function g P B`pXq. We have the following result:
Proposition 1. Assume (A1) and let g P B`pXq. Then for any XN valued
random variable ξ0 and for any ϕ P BpXq,
E
«
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ξ0
ff
“
řN
i“1 gpξi0qϕpξi0qřN
i“1 gpξi0q
, (3)
and for any r ě 1 there exists a finite constant Br, depending only on r, such
that no matter what the distribution of ξ0 is, we have
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
¸
´ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
ď Br
c
S
N
}g} osc pϕq .
(4)
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1 is that if, for example, S is some
non-decreasing function SpNq of N such that ř8N“1pSpNq{Nqr{2 ă 8 for some
r ě 1, then˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq ´
řN
i“1 gpξi0qϕpξi0qřN
i“1 gpξi0q
¸
a.s.ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8 0, (5)
without requiring any convergence of N´1
řN
i“1 gpξi0q or N´1
řN
i“1 gpξi0qϕpξi0q.
The more technical proofs of the results stated in this section are housed in
Appendix A.
2.1 Properties of augmented resampling
The matrices A1, . . . , AS play an important role in augmented resampling and
to a large extent they determine its statistical properties. We present first the
following result which, although not in its entirety required to prove Proposition
1, summarises some key properties of A1, . . . , AS and also makes it formally
explicit, how the structure of the diagram in Figure 1 is obtained.
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Lemma 1. Assume (A1). Then for all 1 ď s ď S, As is symmetric, idempotent,
and doubly stochastic. Moreover, for any 1 ď i ď m 
j P t1, . . . ,mu : pI2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1qij ‰ 0
(
“
"`pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘` pq ´ 1q2s´1 ` 2s Z i´ 1
2s
^
` 1 : q P t1, 2u
*
, (6)
and for all 1 ď i ď m, pI2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1qii “ 1{2.
Equation (6) formalises the radix-2 butterfly structure seen in Figure 1 by
giving explicit expression for the nonzero elements of I2S´sb11{2bI2s´1 P Rmˆm.
By considering As P RmMˆmM as an m-by-m matrix of M -by-M blocks, the
element pi, jq of I2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1 is nonzero if and only if the block pi, jq of
As is the full matrix
1
211{M .
From Algorithm 3 we obtain the definitions
V i0 :“ gpξi0q, V is :“
Nÿ
j“1
Aijs V
j
s´1, 1 ď i ď N, 1 ď s ď S (7)
for the particle weights at each stage. For the proof of Proposition 1 it is crucial
that after finishing all S resampling stages, Algorithm 3 returns an unweighted
sample in a manner similar to conventional multinomial resampling, i.e. that
V iS “ V jS for all i, j P t1, . . . , Nu. The proof of this unweighted property is
essentially due to the following key result on A1, . . . , AS .
Lemma 2. Assume (A1). Then
śS
s“1As “ 11{N .
Lemma 2 enables us to establish the following result which, in addition to
the unweighted property, states some other facts about the weights V is that are
required for the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 3. Assume (A1). For any 1 ď i ď N and 0 ď s ď S,
a. V is is measurable w.r.t. σpξ0q,
b. V is ď }g}.
c. V iS “ N´1
řN
j“1 gpξj0q.
Remark 1. Although we work throughout the paper with the definition (2) of
As, the specific definition of pAsq1ďsďS is irrelevant for the proof of Proposition
1 as long as the matrices satisfy Lemma 2 and are doubly stochastic. Different
definitions of pAsq1ďsďS for which Lemma 2 still holds can be easily devised.
Above, the double stochasticity follows from Lemma 1.
2.2 Proof of Proposition 1 by martingale difference
The proof of Proposition 1 is based on expressing the error term on the left hand
side of (5) as a martingale to which we then apply the Burkholder inequality. For
the required martingale construction, we observe another important property
of Algorithm 3; for all 1 ď s ď S the random samples ξs :“ pξ1s , . . . , ξNs q
satisfy a one step conditional independence property, i.e. the particles ξ1s , . . . , ξ
N
s
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are conditionally independent given ξ0, . . . , ξs´1. We also see that for each
1 ď i ď N and B P X , we have
P
`
ξis P B
ˇˇ
ξ0, . . . , ξk´1
˘ “ 1
V is
Nÿ
j“1
Aijs V
j
s´1IBpξjs´1q, (8)
where IB denotes the indicator function of the set B P X .
To construct the required martingale via a martingale difference, we define
a sequence M :“ tpXρ,Fρq; 0 ď ρ ď SNu where X0 :“ 0, F0 :“ σpξ0q and for
all 0 ă ρ ď SN , we define
Xρ :“
V
iN pρq
sN pρq?
SN
¨˝
ϕpξiN pρqsN pρqq ´
1
V
iN pρq
sN pρq
Nÿ
j“1
A
iN pρqj
sN pρq V
j
sN pρq´1ϕpξjsN pρq´1q‚˛,
Fρ :“ Fρ´1 _ σpξiN pρqsN pρqq
where
ϕ :“ ϕ´
řN
i“1 gpξi0qϕpξi0qřN
i“1 gpξi0q
, ϕ P BpXq,
and for any k P N
ikpρq :“ ppρ´ 1q mod kq ` 1 skpρq :“
Qρ
k
U
. (9)
The purpose of (9) is simply to define a bijective index map taking a one dimen-
sional index ρ in the range t1, . . . , Sku into a pair of indices skpρq P t1, . . . , Su
and ikpρq P t1, . . . , ku. The following proposition establishes the required mar-
tingale properties of M.
Proposition 2. Assume (A1). The following statements hold:
a. Xρ is Fρ-measurable for all 0 ď ρ ď SN ;
b. E rXρ | Fρ´1s “ 0 (a.s.) for all 0 ă ρ ď SN ;
c. |Xρ| ď }g} osc pϕq {
?
SN for all 0 ď ρ ď SN ;
d. and we have the identitiesc
S
N
SNÿ
ρ“1
Xρ “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
V iSϕpξiSq (10)
“
˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
¸
´ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q (11)
By Proposition 2 the proof of Proposition 1 is obtained readily as follows.
Proof of Proposition 1. The lack of bias (3) follows by Proposition 2(b), (10),
(11), and the tower property of conditional expectations. Bound (4) follows by
Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and Proposition 2(c) by writing
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇSNÿ
ρ“1
Xρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff
ď BrrE
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
gffeSNÿ
ρ“1
|Xρ|2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
rfifl ď Brr }g}r osc pϕqr .
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3 Particle filter with augmented resampling
We now turn to analysing the implications of replacing Algorithm 2 in BPF
with Algorithm 3. The following mild regularity condition on the underlying
HMM is assumed to hold.
Assumption A2. For all n ě 0, gn P B`pXq.
Under (A2), we show that the resulting particle filter is convergent in mean (of
order r ě 1). In order to establish uniform in time convergence in mean, the
following strong but standard regularity assumption is made (Whiteley et al.,
2014; Del Moral, 2004).
Assumption A3. There exists δ ě 1 and  P p0, 1q such that
sup
ně0
sup
x,y
gnpxq
gnpyq ď δ, and fpx, ¨ q ě fpy, ¨ q, @x, y P X
2.
Theorem 1. Fix N and S and assume (A1) and (A2). If the measures ppiNn qně0
are calculated by Algorithm 1 deploying Algorithm 3, then we have the following:
a. For all n ě 0 and r ě 1, there exists Cn,r P R` such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,rc S
N
. (12)
b. If in addition (A3) holds, then for all r ě 1 there exists Cr P R` such that
sup
ně0
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Crc S
N
.
Although Theorem 1 resembles many existing results on BPF, and its varia-
tions, the interpretation is somewhat different. The result is stated under the
assumption (A1) which leaves the convergence rate ambiguous. However, if we
write the r.h.s. of (12) in terms of m and M , we observe that by fixing m,
(12) yields the standard M´1{2 rate of convergence, and by fixing M , a slowera
log2pmq{m rate is obtained. The rate is slower due to the numerator term?
S “alog2pmq which can be intuitively interpreted to trace back to the resam-
pling errors introduced at each stage of augmented resampling. In both cases,
by Borel-Cantelli argument, Theorem 1 also yields the law of large numbers,
i.e. that pimMn pϕq ´ pinpϕq Ñ 0 almost surely as mÑ8 (resp. M Ñ8) and M
(resp. m) is kept fixed.
While the convergence rate M´1{2 that we obtain for fixed m is known
to be optimal, the analysis that we carry out to prove Theorem 1 does not
explicitly imply that also the
a
log2pmq{m rate, obtained for fixedM , is optimal.
However, we conjecture this begin the case. Some evidence supporting this
conjecture is given in the unpublished work (Heine et al., 2014), where a CLT
for a similar, but not identical, algorithm was shown to have the same scaling
factor.
In the following subsections we go through the steps of proving Theorem 1.
The more technical proofs are postponed to Appendix B.
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3.1 Preliminary results
The proof of Theorem 1(a) is by induction. The following lemma, whose primary
purpose is to initialise the induction, is a special instance of the more general
result proved in (Del Moral, 2004, Lemma 7.3.3) and hence we omit the proof.
Lemma 4. Let pζ1, . . . , ζN q be an i.i.d. sample from some distribution pi defined
on pX,X q. Then there exists a constant Cr˚ P R` depending only on r such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpζiq ´ pipϕq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
ď Cr˚?
N
.
We also frequently use the following result to bound the error introduced by
the mutation step of the particle filter.
Lemma 5. Let ppζi, . . . , pζN q be a XN valued random variable and let
pζi, . . . , ζN q | ppζi, . . . , pζN q „ Nź
i“1
fppζi, ¨ q. (13)
Then there exists a constant Br P R` such that for all N ą 0
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpζiq ´ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
fpϕqppζiqˇˇˇˇˇ
rff 1r
ď 2Br?
N
.
Instead of a proof by induction, the proof of Theorem 1(b) is based on the
proof of Theorem 7.4.4 in (Del Moral, 2004). For any probability measure µ on
pX,X q and any ϕ P BpXq, we define
Φ0ppiN´1q :“ pi0, and Φnpµqpϕq :“ µpgn´1fpϕqqµpgn´1q , n ą 0.
We note that Φn is the mapping which generates the sequence of exact measures
ppinqně0 by the recursion
pin “ Φnppin´1q, n ě 0.
By using these notations, we have the following corollary of the proof of Theorem
7.4.4 in (Del Moral, 2004).
Lemma 6. Assume (A3). Then for all 0 ď n, 0 ď p ď n and ϕ P B1pXq, there
exists αp,n P R` and ϕp,n,ϕ P B1pXq such that
ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇ ď nÿ
p“0
αp,n
ˇˇ`
piNp ´ ΦpppiNp´1q
˘pϕp,n,ϕqˇˇ
and
řn
p“0 αp,n ď δ{3.
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3.2 Convergence
Before the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce an intermediate result, Proposition
3 below, consisting of two parts. The first part establishes the induction step
needed for the proof of Theorem 1(a). The second part is used in the proof
of Theorem 1(b) and it establishes a uniform bound for the local error terms
piNn ´ΦnppiNn´1q appearing in Lemma 6. For the brevity of notation we introduce
the following probability measures
rpiNn :“ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
fppζin´1, ¨ q ppiNn :“ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
δpζin , n ą 0. (14)
We also define ppinpdxq :“ gnpxqpinpdxq
pinpgnq , n ě 0,
which is the exact filtering distribution associated with the HMM (1).
Proposition 3. Assume (A1) and (A2).
a. If for some n ě 0 and some r ě 1 there exists Cn,r P R` such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,rc S
N
, (15)
then there also exists pCn,r P R such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď pCn,rc SN .
b. If in addition (A3) holds, then for all r ě 1 there exists pCr P R` such that
sup
ně0
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ ΦnppiNn´1qpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď pCrc S
N
.
Part a) introduces the precondition (15) to bound the local error which effec-
tively leads to the proof of Theorem 1(a) being by induction. Under the as-
sumption (A3) in part b) such condition is not needed and the analysis becomes
somewhat simpler.
Proof of Theorem 1. Fix r ě 1. The proof of part a) is by induction in n ě 0.
The induction is initialised by observing that at rank n “ 0, (12) holds by
Lemma 4. Suppose now that (12) holds at some rank n ě 0. By Minkowski’s
inequality, and the fact that pin`1pϕq “ ppinpfpϕqq, we have
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn`1pϕq ´ pin`1pϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn`1pϕq ´ ppiNn pfpϕqqˇˇrı 1r
` sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇppiNn pfpϕqq ´ ppinpfpϕqqˇˇrı 1r .
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By applying Lemma 5 and Proposition 3, respectively, to the first and the second
term on the r.h.s., we obtain the bound
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn`1pϕq ´ pin`1pϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď 2Brc S
N
` pCn,rc S
N
,
and thus (12) holds at rank n` 1 with Cn`1,r “ 2Br ` pCn,r.
For part b) we have by Lemma 6
Er|piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq|rs 1r ď
nÿ
p“0
αp,nE
”ˇˇ`
piNp ´ ΦpppiNp´1q
˘ pϕp,n,ϕqˇˇrı 1r ď pCr δ
3
c
S
N
,
(16)
where the second inequality follows from Proposition 3(b) and Lemma 6.
4 Augmented resampling for particle islands
So far we have seen that by replacing the multinomial resampling (Algorithm
2) in the BPF with the augmented resampling (Algorithm 3), we obtain a con-
vergent approximation of ppinqně0. However, the proposed algorithm has some
shortcomings in efficiency which will address in this section.
First, we observe that at each stage of Algorithm 3, each PE resamples M
particles out of 2M particles, which is in general more computationally expensive
than resampling M out of M particles. Second, we observe that in order to do
the resampling, a PE must receive the M individual particle weights from the
paired PE, which may imply a notable communication cost, especially for large
M . In this section we propose a modification which addresses both of these
sources of computation and communication cost; in the proposed method each
PE resamples M particles out of M particles and communicates only a single
weight with its paired PE at each stage.
The proposed modification is reminiscent to the IPF algorithm of Verge´ et al.
(2015) with the exception that the between island (i.e. between PE) resampling
is done in multiple stages by means of augmented resampling. We dub the algo-
rithm augmented island resampling particle filter (AIRPF) and it is described
in Algorithm 4 below, where we also use the shorthand notations,
qζn :“ pqζ1n, . . . , qζNn q and |Wn :“ p|W 1n , . . . ,|WNn q, n ě 0,
where qζin and |W in for all 1 ď i ď N will be defined below by Algorithms 4 and
5.
Essentially AIRPF has two resampling steps. First is the within island
(i.e. within PE) resampling step which preforms multinomial resampling of M
particles within each PE. Subsequently, in the second step, the m groups of
M particles per PE are resampled by duplicating the entire samples of size M
without selecting individual particles within the samples. These two resampling
subroutines will be analysed theoretically in the following two sections. The
analysis is analogous to that conducted for the augmented resampling algorithm
in Section 2. The more technical proof are postponed to Appendix C.
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Algorithm 4 Augmented Island Resampling Particle Filter
for i “ 1, . . . ,mM do
ζi0 „ pi0
for n ě 1 do
pqζn´1,|Wn´1q ÐWithinIslandResamplepζn´1, gn´1qqgn´1p ¨ q Ð řNi“1 |W in´1Ir ¨ “ qζin´1spζn´1 ÐAugmentedIslandResamplepqgn´1, qζn´1q
for i “ 1, . . . ,mM do
ζin „ fppζin´1, ¨ q
4.1 Within island resampling
For a formal description of WithinIslandResample we define A P RmMˆmM
as
A :“ Im b 11{M ,
and notations
ξin :“ pξ1in, . . . , ξNin q, Wout :“ pW 1out, . . . ,WNoutq, and ξout :“ pξ1out, . . . , ξNoutq.
The within island resampling then proceeds as described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Within island resample
1: pξout,Woutq “WithinIslandResample pξin, gq
2: for i “ 1, . . . , N do
3: W iout Ð
řN
j“1Aijgpξiinq
4: ξiout „ pW ioutq´1
řN
j“1Aijgpξiinqδξjin
From Algorithm 5 and the definition of A we obtain the following expression
for the weights Wout returned by Algorithm 5
W iout :“ 1M
Mÿ
j“1
gpξpk´1qM`jin q, pk ´ 1qM ă i ď kM, 1 ď k ď m. (17)
Note in particular that for any 1 ď k ď m the weights with indices in tpk ´
1qM ` 1, . . . , kMu are equal.
Proposition 4 below is our main result for Algorithm 5, and it is analogous
to Proposition 1; part a) establishes a result similar to Proposition 1 for the
entire sample ξout while part b) establishes a similar result for individual PEs,
i.e. the sub-samples pξpk´1qM`1out , . . . , ξkMout q, where 1 ď k ď m.
Proposition 4. Assume (A1). If ξin is any XN valued random variable, ξout
is generated according to Algorithm 5, g P B`pXq and we define probability
measures
piN :“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
δξiin , pi
M,k :“ 1
M
Mÿ
i“1
δ
ξ
pk´1qM`i
in
, 1 ď k ď m, (18)
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and
qpiN :“ řNi“1W ioutδξioutřN
i“1W iout
qpiM,k :“ řMi“1W pk´1qM`iout δξpk´1qM`ioutřM
i“1W
pk´1qM`i
out
1 ď k ď m,
then
a. there exists Br P R` such that for any ϕ P BpXq
E
”ˇˇ
piN pgqqpiN pϕq ´ piN pgϕqˇˇrı 1r ď Br }g} osc pϕq?
N
, (19)
b. there exists Br P R` such that for any ϕ P BpXq and any 1 ď k ď m
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
piM,kpgq
ˆqpiM,kpϕq ´ piM,kpgϕq
piM,kpgq
˙ˇˇˇˇr 1r
ď Br }g} osc pϕq?
M
. (20)
4.2 Augmented island resampling
Theoretically the augmented resampling for particle islands is very similar to the
augmented resampling, Algorithm 3. With appropriate notational conventions
the theoretical analysis becomes nearly identical to that of Section 2 with the
exception that for any 1 ď s ď S, we replace individual particles ξis by particle
islands
ξis :“ pξpi´1qM`1s , . . . , ξiMs q
and set M “ 1 to signify the fact that there is only one particle island per PE.
Following the convention thatM “ 1, we define matrices A1, . . . , AS analogously
to (2) as
As :“ I2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1 .
The resulting algorithm is described in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Augmented island resampling
1: ξout “ AugmentedIslandResample pg, ξinq
2: for i “ 1, . . . ,m do
3: for j “ 1, . . . ,M do
4: ξ
pi´1qM`j
0 Ð ξpi´1qM`jin
5: V
i
0 ÐM´1
řM
j“1 gpξpi´1qM`j0 q
6: for s “ 1, . . . , S do
7: for i “ 1, . . . ,m do
8: V
i
s Ð
řm
j“1A
ij
s V
j
s´1
9: ξis „ pV isq´1
řm
j“1A
ij
s V
j
s´1δξjs´1
10: for i “ 1, . . . ,mM do
11: ξiout Ð ξiS .
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Proposition 5. Assume (A1). If ξin is any XN valued random variable, ξout
is computed according to Algorithm 6 and g P B`pXq, then for any r ě 1 there
exists Br P R` such that for any ϕ P BpXq,
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξiinq
¸˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
ϕpξioutq
¸
´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξiinqϕpξiinq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
ď Br}g}
c
S
m
osc pϕq ,
(21)
where
gpxq :“ 1
M
Mÿ
i“1
gpxiq, and ϕpxq :“ 1
M
Mÿ
i“1
ϕpxiq,
for all x “ px1, . . . , xM q P XM .
Due to the similarity of the proof of Proposition 5 to that of Proposition 1 we
will only outline the proof. First we construct a sequence M :“ tpXρ,Fρq; 0 ď
ρ ď Smu such that X0 :“ 0 and F0 :“ σpξinq and for all 1 ď ρ ď Sm
Xρ :“
V
impρq
smpρq?
Sm
¨˝
ϕpξimpρqsmpρqq ´
řm
j“1A
impρqj
smpρq V
j
smpρq´1ϕpξjsmpρq´1q
V
impρq
smpρq
‚˛,
Fρ :“ Fρ´1 _ σpξimpρqsmpρqq,
where impρq and smpρq are as defined in (9), and
ϕpξisq :“ ϕpξisq ´
řm
j“1 gpξj0qϕpξj0qřm
j“1 gpξj0q
, 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď s ď S. (22)
With these notations we obtain the following result, analogous to Proposition
2. The proof is essentially identical to that of Proposition 2 and hence omitted.
Proposition 6. Assume (A1). The following statements hold:
a. Xρ is Fρ-measurable for all 0 ď ρ ď Sm;
b. E
“
Xρ | Fρ´1
‰ “ 0 (a.s.) for all 0 ă ρ ď Sm;
c.
ˇˇ
Xρ
ˇˇ ď }g}osc pϕq {?Sm for all 0 ď ρ ď Sm;
d. and we have the identitiesc
S
m
Smÿ
ρ“1
Xρ “ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
V
i
SϕpξiSq “
˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
¸
´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q
Proposition 5 then follows by Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality similarly
as Proposition 1.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the paired PEs at each stage of the augemented island
resampling in the case m “ 8.
4.3 Modified augmented resampling
In the introduction we stated that augmented resampling enables a straightfor-
ward way to further control the communication of particle information between
PEs. We will now address this claim more closely.
By Lemma 1 we know that As is symmetric and that for any 1 ď s ď S, each
row of As has exactly two nonzero elements of which one is on the diagonal.
This implies that the pairs of indices of the nonzero columns for each row of As
form a partition of t1, . . . ,mu into m{2 pairs of indices
Pi,s :“ p`is, risq, 1 ď i ď m{2,
for which, by (6), we can obtain explicit expressions as
p`1s, . . . , `m{2s q :“ pp2spi´ 1q ` pj ´ 1q ` 1q1ďjď2s´1q1ďiď2S´s ,
pr1s , . . . , rm{2s q :“ pp2spi´ 1q ` pj ´ 1q ` 1` 2s´1q1ďjď2s´1q1ďiď2S´s .
If, for any 1 ď s ď S we associate the subsample ξis with PE i, as we have done
so far, then the pair Pi,s has the interpretation of representing the indices of
PEs that are paired up for communication at stage s, and they are illustrated
in Figure 2.
Remark 2. For our purposes, the indexing of pairs pP1,s, . . . , Pm{2,sq where
1 ď s ď S is fixed could be replaced with any permutation of t1, . . . ,m{2u.
Now consider the PE `is at stage s for some 1 ď i ď m{2. By line 9 of
Algorithm 6 and the discussion above we now see that when drawing the sample
ξ
`is
s , PE `is essentially randomly decides whether to keep the sample ξ
`is
s´1 from
the previous stage or assume the sample ξ
ris
s´1 of its paired PE. Simultaneously
the paired PE ris makes randomly and independently a similar decision between
ξ
`is
s´1 or ξ
ris
s´1.
It may be the case, in particular if V
`is
s´1 « V ri,ss´1, that after the random
sampling on line 9 of Algorithm 6 at stage s, one has
`
ξ
`is
s , ξ
ris
s
˘ “ `ξriss´1, ξ`iss´1˘
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i.e. the paired PEs have simply exchanged their particles. Intuitively, it seems
that performing this exchange is unnecessary, as the purpose of resampling is
to duplicate particles appropriately many, possibly zero, times and hence only
the number of duplicates is expected to matter, not the order in which they
are allocated to the PEs. Thus to reduce the time spent on the communica-
tion between PEs, it seems advisable to avoid the above-mentioned exchange.
Algorithm 7 describes a simple modification of Algorithm 6 designed to avoid
this seemingly redundant particle exchange.
Algorithm 7 Modified Augmented Island Resampling
1: ξout “ AugmentedIslandResample pg, ξinq
2: for i “ 1, . . . ,m do
3: for j “ 1, . . . ,M do
4: ξ
pi´1qM`j
0 Ð ξpi´1qM`jin
5: V
i
0 Ð gpξi0q
6: for s “ 1, . . . , S do
7: for i “ 1, . . . ,m do
8: V
i
s Ð
řm
j“1A
ij
s V
j
s´1
9: rξis „ pV isq´1řmj“1Aijs V js´1δξjs´1
10: for i “ 1, . . . ,m{2 do
11: `
ξ
ris
s , ξ
`is
s
˘ “ #`rξ`iss , rξriss ˘, if `rξriss , rξ`iss ˘ “ `rξ`iss´1, rξriss´1˘`rξriss , rξ`iss ˘, otherwise.
12: for i “ 1, . . . ,mM do
13: ξiout Ð ξiS .
The modification on lines 10 and 11 of Algorithm 7 changes slightly the
statistical behaviour of the algorithm and hence Propositions 5 and 6 are not
immediately valid for Algorithm 7. However, similar results with an appropriate
martingale difference construction can be obtained.
We define a sequence ĂM :“ tp rXρ, rFρq; 0 ď ρ ď Sm{2u such that rX0 “ 0 andrF0 “ σpξ0q, and for all 0 ă ρ ď Sm{2,
rXρ :“ rXrpρqspρq ` rX`pρqspρq , rFρ :“ rFρ´1 _ σpξrpρqspρqq _ σpξ`pρqspρqq, (23)
where rpρq :“ rim{2pρqsm{2pρq, `pρq :“ `
im{2pρq
sm{2pρq, spρq :“ sm{2pρq and im{2pρq and sm{2pρq
are as defined in (9), and for all 1 ď i ď m{2 and 1 ď s ď S
rXis “ V is?
Sm
˜
ϕpξisq ´ 1
V
i
s
mÿ
j“1
A
ij
s V
j
s´1ϕpξjs´1q
¸
.
Function ϕ is as defined in (22).
Proposition 7. Assume (A1). We have the following
a. rXρ is rFρ-measurable for all 0 ď ρ ď Sm{2.
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b. Er rXρ | rFρ´1s “ 0 a.s. for all 0 ă ρ ď Sm{2.
c. rXρ ď 2}g}osc pϕq {?Sm, for all 0 ď ρ ď Sm{2.
d. and we have the identitiesc
S
m
Sm{2ÿ
ρ“1
rXρ “ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
V
i
SϕpξiSq (24)
“
˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
¸
´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q
(25)
Proposition 8. Assume (A1) and let g P B`pXq. Then for any r ě 1 there
exists a finite constant rBr, depending only on r, such that no matter what the
distribution of ξ0 is, we have
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξiinq
¸˜
1
m
mÿ
i“1
ϕpξioutq
¸
´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
gpξiinqϕpξiinq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
ď B˜r
c
S
m
}g}osc pϕq .
Proof. The claim follows by applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality
to the expectation
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
c
S
m
Sm{2ÿ
ρ“1
rXρ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
rfifl .
5 Augmented island resampling particle filter
We will now analyse the convergence properties of Algorithm 4. The analysis
is somewhat more complicated than the analogous analysis in Section 3. Addi-
tional complications arise due to Proposition 5 being independent of M . This
implies that the two regimes identified earlier, i.e. m fixed, M Ñ 8 (regime 1)
and mÑ8, M fixed (regime 2), cannot be covered by one overarching analysis
as before, but the scenarios have to be studied separately. The more technical
proofs are postponed to Appendix D.
5.1 Convergence when m is fixed and M Ñ 8
We introduce the following two PE specific empirical measure approximations
piM,kn :“ 1M
Mÿ
j“1
δ
ζ
pk´1qM`j
n
, ppiM,kn :“ 1M
Mÿ
j“1
δpζpk´1qM`jn , 1 ď k ď m, (26)
for pin and ppin, respectively, based on the PE specific subsamples
ζkn :“ pζpk´1qM`1n , . . . , ζkMn q, and pζkn :“ ppζpk´1qM`1n , . . . , pζkMn q 1 ď k ď m.
With these notations we have the following analogue of Proposition 3.
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Proposition 9. Assume (A1) and (A2). If for some n ě 0, there exists Cn,r P
R` such that for all 1 ď k ď m
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piM,kn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,r?
M
, (27)
then there exists pCn,r P R` such that for all 1 ď k ď m
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇppiM,kn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď pCn,r?
M
. (28)
Proposition 9 enables us to proof the convergence of Algorithm 4 by induc-
tion according to the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume (A1) and (A2). If piNn is computed according to Algorithm
4, then for all n ě 0 there exists Cn,r P R` such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,r?
M
.
Proof. The proof is by induction, the assumption being that for some n ě 0
sup
ϕPB1pXq
sup
1ďkďm
E
”ˇˇ
piM,kn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,r?
M
. (29)
The induction is started by observing that (29) holds for n “ 0 by Lemma 4.
Now suppose (29) holds for some n ě 0. By Minkowski’s inequality
sup
ϕPB1pXq
Er|piM,kn`1pϕq ´ pin`1pϕq|rs1{r ď sup
ϕPB1pXq
Er|piM,kn`1pϕq ´ ppiM,kn pfpϕqq|rs1{r
` sup
ϕPB1pXq
Er|ppiM,kn pfpϕqq ´ ppinpfpϕqq|rs1{r.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can bound the two terms on the
r.h.s. by using Lemma 5 and Proposition 9, respectively, to see that (29) holds
for n` 1 with Cn`1,r “ 2Br ` pCn,r.
5.2 Convergence when mÑ 8 and M is fixed
For regime 2 we have the following analogues of Proposition 9 and Theorem 2.
Proposition 10. Assume (A1) and (A2). If for some n ě 0 there exists
Cn,r P R` such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,rc S
m
, (30)
then there exists pCn,r P R such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď pCn,rc Sm,
where ppiNn “ N´1řNi“1 δpξin for all n ě 0.
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Theorem 3. Assume (A1) and (A2). If piNn is computed according to Algorithm
4, then for all n ě 0 there exists Cn,r P R` such that
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn pϕq ´ pinpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď Cn,rc S
m
.
Proof. The proof follows by induction analogously to the proof of Theorem 2
by using Lemmata 4 and 5 and Proposition 10.
Remark 3. We can extend Proposition 10 and Theorem 3 straightforwardly
to Algorithm 4 deploying the modified augmented resampling algorithm (Algo-
rithm 7) presented in Section 4.3. This follows from observing that at every
step of the respective proofs we can replace Proposition 5 with Proposition 8.
6 Numerical experiments
We have seen that AIRPF, as well as the BPF deploying augmented resampling
are valid convergent algorithms, but we have also seen in Theorems 1 and 3
that by imposing constraints on the interactions we also introduce error, which
manifests itself as slower convergence rate. This raises the practically important
question whether these algorithms are not only faster than the existing methods,
but is the speedup significant enough to outweigh the introduced error. We now
aim to shed some light to this question with numerical experiments.
6.1 Experimental setup
In order to obtain accurate error estimates, we chose to run the experiments
on a simple random walk HMM which admits exact numerical calculation by
Kalman filter recursions (Kalman, 1960). The model we used is
X0 „ N p0d, Idq,
Xn “ Xn´1 ` ηn, ηn „ N p0d, Idq, n ą 0,
Yn “ Xn ` εn, εn „ N
ˆ
0d,
1
4
Id
˙
, n ě 0,
where 0d denotes a vector of zeros in Rd and N pµ, σq denotes a Gaussian dis-
tribution with mean µ and covariance σ.
The approximation error was taken to be the mean squared error
MSE :“ 1
J
Jÿ
j“1
nmax´1ÿ
n“0
dÿ
i“1
´
xN,in,j ´ xin
¯2
.
where J is the number of independent runs, nmax is the length of the time
series, xn :“ px1n, . . . , xdnq is the mean of the true filtering distribution, and
xNn,j :“ pxN,1n,j , . . . , xN,dn,j q, where 1 ď j ď J , denotes the approximation of xn at
the jth run.
We used this model with d “ 7, to generate a data set of length nmax “ 8000
iterations and the error was calculated of J “ 5 independent runs. The choice
of dimension d “ 7 is largely arbitrary although very low dimensions were
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intentionally avoided to introduce some pressure for the ESS to take low values
which in turn emphasises the role of adaptive resampling scheme.
The algorithms were implemented in C and the parallelism was implemented
using Intel MPI. The experiments were conducted on the high performance
computing system Balena at the University of Bath using 16 computing nodes
each capable of running 16 processes simultaneously. The code is available at
https://github.com/heinekmp/AIRPF
6.2 Algorithms
For reference, two versions of IPF were implemented. The first version was
our implementation of the original IPF which performed the between island
resampling first and the between island resampling second (IPF1). A slight gain
in efficiency is expected if the order of these resampling steps is reversed as this
would mean that PEs would not have to communicate the individual particles
but only a single weight per PE. The IPF with this reversed resampling order
we call IPF2.
For the algorithms proposed in this paper, we implemented AIRPF with
the modified augmented island resampling algorithm, Algorithm 7 (AIRPF1).
In accordance with our discussion in Section 1.2, we also implemented AIRPF
with the fully adapted resampling scheme (AIRPF2). In order to make the
comparison against IPF as fair as possible, also both versions of IPF deployed a
modification analogous to Algorithm 7; if the sample of any PE was duplicated
at the between islands resampling stage, then the PE in question was ensured
to keep one copy of the sample set.
6.3 Results
The algorithms were run with 22 roughly equally spaced values of M in the
interval t200, . . . , 4200u and m P t64, 128, 256u. The resampling threshold θ
took values in t.1, .2, .4, .6, .8, 1u. Each computing node used in our experiments
always used its full capacity of 16 processes.
If we fix m and M and let θ vary, we obtain four MSE vs. time curves;
one curve for each algorithm. Figure 3a illustrates such sets of four curves for
four different values of M P t200, 400, 600, 800u. To clarify which curves are
obtained with the same value of M , the curves obtained with M “ 200 are
highlighted by a rectangle in Figure 3a. In order to improve the visualisation by
reducing the overlap of the curves, we calculated the lower envelope curves for
each algorithm as shown in Figure 3b. The horizontal dashed line at level 2396
denotes the worst case MSE which is obtained by taking the raw observations
as the estimates of the filtering mean.
Figure 4a shows the lower envelopes of MSE vs. time curves for the entire
range of M and m. Differences between IPF and AIRPF are more pronounced
for larger values of m and, in particular, for moderate values of M . For large
M , the differences vanish as the resampling that takes place within each PE
independently begins to dominate the execution time. For moderate values of
M , communication cost plays a more significant role, and in this case, AIRPF
is more efficient than IPF. Also a notable gain in performance can be observed
due to the fully adapted resampling. Figure 4b summarises the lower envelopes
for AIRPF2 and IPF2 for the whole range of M and m.
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Figure 3: (a) MSE vs. time plots for M P t200, 400, 600, 800u, m “ 64, and θ “
t.1, .2, .4, .6, .8, 1u. For M “ 200 the curves obtained with different algorithms
are highlighted by a rectangle. The dashed horizontal line at 2396 represents
the raw MSE obtained by using the plain observations to approximate the mean
of the filtering distribution. (b) The lower envelopes of the curves in (a).
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Figure 4: (a) The lower envelopes of MSE vs. time for all algorithms and entire
ranges of M and m. (b) The lower envelopes of MSE vs. time for AIRPF2 and
IPF2 and entire ranges of M and m.
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6.4 Conclusions
Based on the results reported above, it appears that AIRPF shows the best
potential in scenarios where the runtime is critical but the best possible accuracy
with given resources is required. In such a case, increasing M is not an option
as it implies longer computation time. Also, the speedup by increasing the
computer clock rate, which in turn would enable larger values of M , is not an
option as modern computers have essentially reached their limit in clock rate.
Therefore the only option is to increase m in which case our experiments suggest
that AIRPF could be the method of choice.
Both AIRPF1 and AIRPF2 use the modification proposed in Section 4.3.
Without this modification the performance of AIRPF would have been signifi-
cantly worse and hence the efficiency of AIRPF can be largely attributed to the
ideas presented in Section 4.3.
We believe that the performance of AIRPF can be further improved in two
specific scenarios. The first scenario is the following simple algorithmic modifi-
cation. In the current fully adapted AIRPF the augmented resampling always
begins at stage s “ 1, but presumably fewer resampling stages would have to be
executed in total if the resampling was started at s`1, s being the last executed
resampling stage of the previous iteration that included resampling. The ratio-
nale for this modification is simple. By starting the resampling always at stage
s “ 1 we introduce a bias towards the pairwise interactions associated with
stage s “ 1 but by rotating the first resampling stage this bias is removed and
more complete interactions are obtained which in turn is expected to increase
ESS and lead to fewer resampling stages being executed in total.
The other scenario which seems particularly well suited for AIRPF is a
computer network with a hypercube topology which matches exactly the radix-2
butterfly diagram structure of the AIRPF resampling step. We believe that a
computing system based on such network topology would resemble the idealised
computing system, discussed in Section 1.2, more accurately and hence make the
reasoning, also presented in Section 1.2 more valid. The experiments presented
above were not executed in a hypercube architecture and hence the performance
of AIRPF2 is mostly attributed to the ideas presented in Section 4.3, as stated
above.
For future theoretical research the convergence properties of the fully adapted
resampling AIRPF remain to be analysed, although our conjecture is that sim-
ilar uniform convergence results as in (Whiteley et al., 2014) by controlling
the ESS can be obtained. We finish on a more practical note by pointing out
that the validity of the proposed algorithms will hold for various definitions
of A1, . . . , AS . In the context of the present paper they define an interaction
pattern which corresponds to a hypercube topology. Different definitions will
lead to different interaction patterns that may have counterparts in computer
architectures and may admit particularly efficient implementations.
This research made use of the Balena High Performance Computing (HPC)
Service at the University of Bath.
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Appendix A Proofs for Section 2
Proof of Lemma 1. First we recall the mixed product property of Kronecker
product: for any matrices A, B, C and D, such that the products AC and
BD are defined, one has (see, e.g. Horn and Johnson (1991))
pAbBqpC bDq “ pACq b pBDq. (31)
Also we note that for any two square matrices A P Rpˆp and B P Rqˆq we have
the element-wise formula:
pAbBqij “ At i´1q u`1,t j´1q u`1Bppi´1q mod qq`1,ppj´1q mod qq`1, (32)
where i, j P t1, . . . , pqu. By (32), A b B is symmetric whenever A and B are
symmetric, proving the symmetry. Associativity of the Kronecker product and
repeated applications of (31) to the definition of As in (2) yield AsAs “ As
proving the idempotence. Also, by associativity and repeated applications of
(32) to (2), we have
Aijs “ It
i´1
2sM u`1,t j´12sM u`1
2S´s 1
pt i´1
2s´1M u mod 2q`1,pt j´12s´1M u mod 2q`1
1{2
ˆ Ipt
i´1
M u mod 2s´1q`1,pt j´1M u mod 2s´1q`1
2s´1 I
ppi´1q modMq`1,ppj´1q mod q`1
1{M . (33)
From this we see immediately that Aijs P t0, p2Mq´1u.
By the idempotence, symmetry and the facts that by (33), Aiis “ p2Mq´1
and Aijs P t0, p2Mq´1u one has
1
2M
“ Aiis “ pAsAsqii “ pATs Asqii “
mMÿ
j“1
pAijs q2 “ up2Mq2 ðñ u “ 2M,
where u is the number of non-zero elements on the ith column of As. Hence
double stochasticity follows by symmetry.
To prove (6) we observe that by setting M “ 1 in (33) we have
pI2S´s b 11{2 b I2s´1qij “ It
i´1
2s u`1,t j´12s u`1
2S´s 1
pt i´1
2s´1 u mod 2q`1,pt j´12s´1 u mod 2q`1
1{2
ˆ Ippi´1q mod 2
s´1q`1,ppj´1q mod 2s´1q`1
2s´1 .
From this, by considering only the diagonal elements of the identity matrices,
we have readily that the indices of the nonzero columns of the ith row of I2S´sb
11{2 b I2s´1 are those 1 ď j ď m for whichZ
i´ 1
2s
^
“
Z
j ´ 1
2s
^
, and
`pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘ “ `pj ´ 1q mod 2s´1˘.
To prove that this is a superset of (6), suppose that
j “ `pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘` pq ´ 1q2s´1 ` 2sXpi´ 1q{2s\` 1, q P t1, 2u. (34)
It is then simple to check that tpj ´ 1q{2su “ tpi´ 1q{2su and`pj ´ 1q mod 2s´1˘ “ j ´ 1´ Zj ´ 1
2s´1
^
2s´1 “ `pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘.
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To prove the converse inclusion, suppose that tpi´ 1q{2su “ tpj ´ 1q{2su and`pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘ “ `pj ´ 1q mod 2s´1˘. Then one can check that
j ´ 1 “ `pi´ 1q mod 2s´1˘` 2s Z i´ 1
2s
^
` 2s´1
ˆZ
j ´ 1
2s´1
^
mod 2
˙
,
and since
`
tpj ´ 1q{2s´1u mod 2˘` 1 P t1, 2u, the claim follows.
Proof of Lemma 2. We prove by induction that
kź
s“1
As “ I2S´k b 11{2k b 11{M (35)
holds for all 1 ď k ď S. Case k “ S then yields the claim. For k “ 1, (35)
holds by definition. Then by assuming that (35) holds for some 1 ď k ´ 1 ă S
we have
kź
s“1
As “
`
I2S´k b 11{2 b I2k´1 b 11{M
˘`
I2S´k`1 b 11{2k´1 b 11{M
˘
“ ``I2S´k b 11{2˘I2S´k`1˘b ``I2k´1 b 11{M˘`11{2k´1 b 11{M˘˘
“ `I2S´k b 11{2˘b ``I2k´111{2k´1˘b `11{M11{M˘˘
“ `I2S´k b 11{2˘b `11{2k´1 b 11{M˘
“ I2S´k b 11{2k b 11{M ,
where the 2nd and 3rd equalities follow from the mixed product property of the
Kronecker product.
Proof of Lemma 3. From (7) we have V i0 “ gpξi0q and a proof by induction shows
that for 1 ď s ď S,
V iss “
ÿ
pi0,...,is´1q
gpξi00 q
sź
q“1
Aiqiq´1q , (36)
from which (a) follows. Since As is row-stochastic, (b) follows from (7). In the
case s “ S, (36) together with Lemma 2 gives
V iSS “
ÿ
pi0,...,iS´1q
gpξi00 q
Sź
q“1
Aiqiq´1q “
Nÿ
i0“1
gpξi00 q
«
Sź
q“1
Aq
ffiSi0
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i0“1
gpξi00 q.
Proof of Proposition 2. By the definitions of Xρ and Fρ we have (a) by Lemma
3(a). Claim (b) follows from the one step conditional independence and (8).
Claim (c) follows from Lemma 3(b), (7), and the row-stochasticity of As for all
1 ď s ď S. It remains to prove (10) and (11).
Since N´1
řN
i“1 V i0ϕpξi0q “ 0, we have the decomposition
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
V iSϕpξiSq “
Sÿ
s“1
¨˝
1
N
Nÿ
is“1
V iss ϕpξiss q ´ 1N
Nÿ
is´1“1
V
is´1
s´1 ϕpξis´1s´1 q‚˛ (37)
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Because As is doubly stochastic we have
řN
j“1Ajis “ 1 and hence
1
N
Nÿ
is“1
V iss ϕpξiss q ´ 1N
Nÿ
is´1“1
V
is´1
s´1 ϕpξis´1s´1 q
“ 1
N
Nÿ
is“1
V iss ϕpξiss q ´ 1N
Nÿ
j“1
Nÿ
is´1“1
Ajis´1s V
is´1
s´1 ϕpξis´1s´1 q
“ 1
N
Nÿ
is“1
V iss
¨˝
ϕpξiss q ´ 1
V iss
Nÿ
is´1“1
Aisis´1s V
is´1
s´1 ϕpξis´1s´1 q‚˛
“
c
S
N
Nÿ
i“1
Xps´1qN`i.
By substituting the last form into (37) we obtain (10). Finally, since by Lemma
3(c) we have that V iS is independent of i, we can prove (11) by writing˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0q
¸˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpξiSq
¸
´ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
V iSϕpξiSq ´ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
gpξi0qϕpξi0q
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
V iS
˜
ϕpξiSq ´
řN
i“1 gpξi0qϕpξi0qřN
i“1 gpξi0q
¸
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
V iSϕpξiSq.
Appendix B Proofs for Section 3
Proof of Lemma 5. We define MM :“ tpXρ,Aρq; 1 ď ρ ď Nu as
Xρ :“ 1
N
ρÿ
i“1
´
ϕ
`
ζi
˘´ fpϕqppζiq¯ , Aρ :“ σ ´pζ1, . . . , pζN , ζ1, . . . , ζρ¯ .
Clearly, for all 1 ď ρ ď N , Xρ is Aρ-measurable, |Xρ| ď 8, and, by (13),
ErXρ |Aρ1s “ Xρ1 for any 1 ď ρ, ρ1 ď N such that ρ1 ă ρ. Hence MM is a
martingale and
XN “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ϕpζiq ´ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
fpϕqppζiq.
The claim then follows from Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality.
Proof of Proposition 3. Throughout the proof we assume ϕ P B1pXq. To prove
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part a), we have by Minkowski’s inequality
E
”ˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď 1pinpgnqE
”ˇˇ
piNn pgnqppiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqˇˇrı 1r
` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn pgnϕq
piNn pgnq ´
pinpgnϕq
pinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
` 1
pinpgnqE
”ˇˇppiNn pϕnq `pinpgnq ´ piNn pgnq˘ˇˇrı 1r , (38)
where ϕn :“ ϕ ´ piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnq. For the first term on the r.h.s. we have by
Proposition 1
1
pinpgnqE
”ˇˇ
piNn pgnqppiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqˇˇrı 1r ď 2Br }gn}pinpgnq
c
S
N
. (39)
For the second term we have (similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4 in Crisan
and Doucet (2002))
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn pgnϕq
piNn pgnq ´
pinpgnϕq
pinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
ď }gn}
pinpgnqE
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn
ˆ
gn
}gn}
˙
´ pin
ˆ
gn
}gn}
˙ˇˇˇˇr 1r
` }gn}
pinpgnqE
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn
ˆ
gnϕ
}gn}
˙
´ pin
ˆ
gnϕ
}gn}
˙ˇˇˇˇr 1r
ď 2 }gn}Cn,r
pinpgnq
c
S
N
(40)
where the last inequality uses the assumption (15). For the third term on the
r.h.s. of (38) we have by (15)
1
pinpgnqE
”ˇˇppiNn pϕnq `pinpgnq ´ piNn pgnq˘ˇˇrı 1r ď 2 }gn}Cn,rpinpgnq
c
S
N
. (41)
From (38)–(41), part a) follows with pCn,r :“ p2Br ` 4Cn,rq }gn} {pinpgnq.
For part b), the case n “ 0 follows from Lemma 4. For the case n ą 0 we
can write
E
”ˇˇ
piNn`1pϕq ´ Φn`1ppiNn qpϕq
ˇˇrı 1r ď E ”ˇˇpiNn`1pϕq ´ rpiNn`1pϕqˇˇrı 1r
` E
„ˇˇˇˇppiNn pfpϕqq ´ piNn pgnfpϕqqpiNn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
.
For the first term on the r.h.s. we can use Lemma 5 to obtain an upper bound
sup
ϕPB1pXq
E
”ˇˇ
piNn`1pϕq ´ rpiNn`1pϕqˇˇrı 1r ď 2Brc SN .
By (A3), }gn} {gn ď δ implying piNn pgnq{ }gn} ě δ´1. Hence, by Proposition 1
we have for any }ϕ} ď 1
E
„ˇˇˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqpiNn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
ď δ}gn}E
”ˇˇ
piNn pgnqppiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqˇˇrı 1r ď 2Brδc SN .
Part b) thus holds with pCr :“ max pCr˚ , 2Brp1` δqq.
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Appendix C Proofs for Section 4
Proof of Proposition 4. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2. We define
a sequence |M :“ tp qXρ, qFρq; 0 ď ρ ď Nu such that qX0 :“ 0, qF0 :“ σpξinq and
for all 1 ď ρ ď N
qXρ :“ W ρout?
N
˜
ϕpξρoutq ´ 1W ρout
Nÿ
j“1
Aρjgpξjinqϕpξjinq
¸
, qFρ :“ qFρ´1 _ σpξρoutq
where ϕpxq :“ ϕpxq ´ piN pgϕq{piN pgq. We show that |M is a martingale differ-
ence.
Clearly gpξiinq is F0-measurable for all 1 ď i ď N and by (17), also W ρout is
F0-measurable for all 1 ď ρ ď N . By the definition of qXρ and qFρ, qXρ is thusqFρ-measurable for all ρ ě 0. The requirement that Er qXρ | qFρ´1s a.s.“ 0 follows
from ξiout being conditionally independently distributed according to line 4 in
Algorithm 5, given σpξinq. Finally, by (17), and the fact that g P B`pXq we
have | qXρ| ď }g}osc pϕq {?N . From these observations we conclude that |M is a
martingale difference.
Next we establish the connection between |M and the error term in (19). By
the double stochasticity of A and the fact that N´1
řN
i“1 gpξiinqϕpξiinq “ 0 we
have
1?
N
Nÿ
ρ“0
qXρ “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
W ioutϕpξioutq ´ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
Aijgpξjinqϕpξjinq
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
W ioutϕpξioutq “ piN pgqqpiN pϕq ´ piN pgϕq.
where the last equality follows from the fact that, by (17), N´1
řN
i“1W iout “
piN pgq. Part a) of the claim then follows by applying Burkholder-Davis-Gundy
inequality to the martingale
řN
ρ“0 qXρ.
For part b) we define for all 1 ď k ď m, |Mk :“ tp qXkρ , qFkρ q; 0 ď ρ ďMu such
that qXk0 :“ 0, qFk0 :“ σpξinq and for all 1 ď ρ ďM
qXkρ :“ W pk´1qM`ρout?
M
˜
ϕk
´
ξ
pk´1qM`ρ
out
¯
´
řN
j“1Apk´1qM`ρ,jgpξjinqϕkpξjinq
W
pk´1qM`ρ
out
¸
,
qFkρ :“ qFkρ´1 _ σpξpk´1qM`ρout q,
where ϕk “ ϕ´ piM,kpgϕq{piM,kpgq. Similarly as above, we can check that |Mk
is a martingale difference with terms bounded by | qXkρ | ď }g}osc pϕq {?M .
By the definition of A and ϕn we have
Nÿ
j“1
Apk´1qM`ρ,jgpξjinqϕkpξjinq “
1
M
Mÿ
j“1
gpξpk´1qM`jin qϕkpξpk´1qM`jin q “ 0,
which together with (17) enables us to write
1?
M
Mÿ
ρ“0
qXkρ “ 1M
Mÿ
ρ“1
W
pk´1qM`ρ
out ϕkpξpk´1qM`ρout q “ piM,kpgq
ˆqpiM,kpϕq ´ piM,kpgϕq
piM,kpgq
˙
.
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The claim then follows by Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality as before.
Proof of Proposition 7. By definition, rXρ depends only on ξrpρqspρq , ξ`pρqspρq, V rpρqspρq,
V
`pρq
spρq, as well as V
i
spρq´1 and ξispρq´1 for all 1 ď i ď m. The measurability
then follows similarly by the σpξ0q-measurability of V is for all 1 ď s ď S and
1 ď i ď m as for Proposition 6 by Lemma 3.
Fix 1 ď ρ ď Sm{2. By definition
V
`pρq
spρq “ V rpρqspρq “ 12
´
V
`pρq
spρq´1 ` V rpρqspρq´1
¯
and we can write
1
V
`pρq
spρq
mÿ
j“1
A
`pρqj
spρq V
j
spρq´1ϕpξjspρq´1q “
1
V
rpρq
spρq
mÿ
j“1
A
rpρqj
spρq V
j
spρq´1ϕpξjspρq´1q
“ p`ϕpξ`pρqspρq´1q ` prϕpξrpρqspρq´1q
(42)
where p` :“ 12V
`pρq
spρq´1{V `pρqspρq and pr :“ 12V
rpρq
spρq´1{V rpρqspρq and hence p` ` pr “ 1.
By (23) and (42)
E
” rXρ ˇˇ rFρ´1ı “ V?
Sm
´
E
”
ϕpξ`pρqspρqq
ˇˇˇ rFρ´1ı` E ”ϕpξrpρqspρqq ˇˇˇ rFρ´1ı
´2
´
p`ϕpξ`pρqspρq´1q ` prϕpξrpρqspρq´1q
¯¯
,
where V :“ V `pρqspρq “ V rpρqspρq and the conditional expectations can be written
explicitly by observing the conditional probabilities
Ppξ`pρqspρq “ ξ`pρqspρq´1 | rFρ´1q “ p2` ` 2prp`, Ppξ`pρqspρq “ ξrpρqspρq´1 | rFρ´1q “ p2r,
Ppξrpρqspρq “ ξrpρqspρq´1 | rFρ´1q “ p2r ` 2prp`, Ppξrpρqspρq “ ξ`pρqspρq´1 | rFρ´1q “ p2` ,
and the fact that
Ppξ`pρqspρq R tξ`pρqspρq´1, ξrpρqspρq´1u | rFρ´1q “ Ppξrpρqspρq R tξ`pρqspρq´1, ξrpρqspρq´1u | rFρ´1q “ 0.
The claim Er rXρ| rFρ´1s “ 0 of part (b) then follows by straightforward calcula-
tion.
Part (c) follows from the boundedness of g by the definition of rXρ and part
(d) follows from observing thatc
S
m
Sm{2ÿ
ρ“1
rXρ “c S
m
Sÿ
s“1
mÿ
i“1
rXis
where rXipρqspρq is defined in an otherwise identical manner as Xρ, except for the
law of ξ
ipρq
spρq being different for rXipρqspρq and Xρ, which does not affect the validity
of (24) and (25).
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Appendix D Proofs for Section 5
Proof of Propostition 9. We start the proof by introducing two more empirical
approximations of qpin
qpiM,kn :“
řM
i“1 |W pk´1qM`in δqζpk´1qM`inřM
i“1 |W pk´1qM`in , qpiNn :“
řN
i“1 |W inδqζinřN
i“1 |W in 1 ď k ď m, (43)
based on the samples qζkn :“ pqζpk´1qM`1n , . . . , qζkMn q and qζn :“ pqζ1n, . . . , qζNn q, re-
spectively. Note that qpiNn is the approximation of ppin based on the entire sample
after the first within island resampling while qpiM,kn is the PE specific approxi-
mation based on the sample contained in kth PE.
By Minkowski’s inequality we have
E
”ˇˇppiM,kn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď E ”ˇˇppiM,kn pϕq ´ qpiM,kn pϕqˇˇrı 1r
` E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇqpiM,kn pϕq ´ piM,kn pgnϕqpiM,kn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
` E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpiM,kn pgnϕqpiM,kn pgnq ´ pinpgnϕqpinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
(44)
For the last term on the r.h.s. we have by using (27), similarly as in equation
(40) in the proof of Proposition 3,
E
”ˇˇ
piM,kn pgnϕq{piM,kn pgnq ´ pinpgnϕq{pinpgnq
ˇˇrı 1r ď 2 }gn}Cn,r
pinpgnq
?
M
. (45)
The remainder of the proof hinges on expressing the first two terms in the
r.h.s. of (44) in terms of expectations such as the one in (45) as well as expec-
tations of the form Er|qpiM,in pϕinq|rs where ϕin :“ ϕ ´ piM,in pgnϕq{piM,in pgnq and
Er|qpiNn pϕnq|rs where ϕn :“ ϕ ´ piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnq. The last two types of expec-
tations can be bounded by using the identities
qpiM,in pϕnq “ piM,in pgnq
´qpiM,in pϕq ´ piM,in pgnϕqpiM,in pgnq ¯
pinpgnq `
qpiM,in pϕnq
pinpgnq
´
pinpgnq ´ piM,in pgnq
¯
qpiNn pϕnq “ piNn pgnqqpiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqpinpgnq ` qpi
N
n pϕnq
pinpgnq
`
pinpgnq ´ piNn pgnq
˘
(46)
together with Proposition 4 and assumption (27).
Clearly, the second term on the r.h.s. of (44) is readily of the desired form
and therefore we only need to consider the first term. Again, by applying
Minkowski’s inequality, we have
Er|ppiM,kn pϕq ´ qpiM,kn pϕq|rs1{r ď Er|ppiM,kn pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕq|rs1{r ` Er|qpiNn pϕnq|rs1{r
` Er|qpiM,kn pϕknq|rs1{r
` Er|piM,kn pgnϕq{piM,kn pgnq ´ piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnq|rs1{r
(47)
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If we write Pi :“ PpppiM,kn “ qpiM,in | qζn, ζnq, where 1 ď i ď m, then by the tower
property of conditional expectations, Cauchy-Schwartz, Jensen’s and Minkowski’s
inequalities we have
E
”ˇˇppiM,kn pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕqˇˇrı 1r “ E
«
mÿ
i“1
Pi
ˇˇqpiM,in pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕqˇˇr
ff 1
r
ď
mÿ
i“1
E
”ˇˇqpiM,in pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕqˇˇ2rı 12r
ď mE
”ˇˇqpiNn pϕnqˇˇ2rı 12r ` mÿ
i“1
E
”ˇˇqpiM,in pϕinqˇˇ2rı 12r
`
mÿ
i“1
E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇpiM,in pgnϕqpiM,in pgnq ´ pi
N
n pgnϕq
piNn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2r
fifl 12r (48)
In (47) and (48) all terms are of the desired form except for the terms Er|piM,in pgnϕq{piM,in pgnq´
piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnq|rs1{r where 1 ď i ď m, but for these terms we have for all
1 ď i ď m
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpiM,in pgnϕqpiM,in pgnq ´ pi
N
n pgnϕq
piNn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
ď E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpiM,in pgnϕqpiM,in pgnq ´ pinpgnϕqpinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rff 1r
` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn pgnϕq
piNn pgnq ´
pinpgnϕq
pinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
ď 4 }gn}Cn,r
pinpgnq
?
M
where the final inequality follows similarly as in (45) by using (27). By applying
(46) together with Proposition 4 and (27) then claim then follows with
pCn,r “ 2ˆˆ1` 1?
m
˙
mB2r `
ˆ
2` 1?
m
˙
Br ` 6Cn,r ` 4mCn,2r
˙ }gn}
pinpgnq .
Proof of Propostion 10. By Minkowski’s inequality we have
E
”ˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ ppinpϕqˇˇrı 1r ď E ”ˇˇppiNn pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕqˇˇrı 1r
` E
„ˇˇˇˇqpiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕqpiNn pgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
piNn pgnϕq
piNn pgnq ´
pinpgnϕq
pinpgnq
ˇˇˇˇr 1r
, (49)
For the third term on the r.h.s. of (49) we have similarly as in the proof of
Proposition 9
Er|piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnq ´ pinpgnϕq{pinpgnq|rs1{r ď 2 }gn}Cn,rpinpgnq
c
S
m
. (50)
It remains to consider the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (49).
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Let us write, analogously to Proposition 5,
gnpxq :“ 1
M
Mÿ
j“1
gnpxiq,
for all x “ px1, . . . , xM q P XM . By the definition of the weights p|W 1n , . . . ,|WNn q
in (17) we see that for all 1 ď i ď m, |W pi´1qM`1n “ gnpqζinq “ gnpζinq andřN
i“1 |W in “ řNi“1 gnpζinq. This enables us to write
qpiNn pϕq “ 1m řmi“1 |W pi´1qM`1n 1M řMj“1 ϕpqζpi´1qM`jn q1
N
řN
i“1 gnpζinq
“ 1
piNn pgnq
1
m
mÿ
i“1
gnpqζinqϕpqζinq,
yielding the identity
ppiNn pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕq “ 1pinpgnq
˜
piNn pgnqppiNn pϕq ´ 1m
mÿ
i“1
gnpqζinqϕpqζinq
¸
` 1
pinpgnq
`qpiNn pϕq ´ ppiNn pϕq˘ `piNn pgnq ´ pinpgnq˘ ,
which, together with Proposition 5 and (30) yields
Er|ppiNn pϕq ´ qpiNn pϕq|rs1{r ď 2 pBr ` Cn,rq }gn}pinpgnq
c
S
m
.
For the second term on the r.h.s. of (49) we have, similarly as in the proof of
Proposition 9, by using Proposition 5
E
”ˇˇqpiNn pϕq ´ piNn pgnϕq{piNn pgnqˇˇrı 1r ď ˆ Br?
M
` Cn,r
˙
2 }gn}
pinpgnq
c
S
m
. (51)
The claim then follows with pCn,r “ pp2` 2{?MqBr ` 6Cn,rq }gn} {pinpgnq.
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